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associate laterally with the precise curva-

ture of a 13 protofilament tube; presum-

ably the M, H1-S2, and H2-S3 loops of

g-tubulin aremuch less flexible than those

of ab-tubulin.

Accessory proteins (microtubule-asso-

ciated proteins [MAPs]) also help to

specify the correct curvature of tubes in

cells. The Taxol pocket, next to the M-

loop of b-tubulin, must have evolved to

bind something more useful to cells than

Taxol, which binds so tightly that microtu-

bules lose their dynamicity and the cells

die. Some MAPs may stabilize microtu-

bule assembly by binding there. Sui and

Downing (2010) now point out the

domains of proteins that bind on the

inside surface of a microtubule are also

likely to bind to the H1-S2 and/or H2-S3

loops of tubulin. Such interactions would

allow MAPs to exercise subtle control

over microtubule stability and flexibility.

Thus, ‘‘i-MAPs’’ (intralumenal MAPs)

appear to support the hinges on the inner

surface of flagellar microtubules, which

undergo dramatic bending contortions

during rapid flagellar beating without

breaking or disassembling. In contrast,

cytoplasmic microtubules often need to

disassemble rapidly and grow out again,
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pushing their way through dense cyto-

plasm, and may be stiffened by MAPs

running over the outer surface.

Most of the protofilaments imaged have

the so-called ‘‘B-lattice’’ arrangement,

where adjacent heterodimers make a�a

and b�b lateral contacts, but manymicro-

tubules have a ‘‘seam,’’ where the hetero-

dimers are in the staggered ‘‘A-lattice’’

arrangement and intersubunit contacts

area�b andb�a. An important conclusion

from the new work is that interactions at

a seam are structurally indistinguishable

from those in the B-lattice. This makes it

unlikely that a seam represents a line of

weakness in the microtubule, in need of

external stabilization, as had been

proposed to explain EB1’s preference for

the A-lattice/seam arrangement (Sand-

blad et al., 2006).

One of the remaining problems is to

understand how the loops involved in

subunit interactions are influenced by

GTP hydrolysis, which may explain why

growing ends have very different proper-

ties from theolder central parts ofmicrotu-

bules. Progress may depend on kicking

the dependence on Taxol for stabilization

of microtubules. However, it remains to

be seen whether differences can be de-
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tected by EM between newly assembled

(containing GTP or GDP-Pi) microtubule

segments and older, less flexible, less

stable (GDP-containing) segments.
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RIG-I ‘‘Sees’’ the 50-Triphosphate
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RIG-I protects host cells against various RNA viruses by sensing viral RNAs in the cytoplasm. Crystal struc-
tures of RIG-I C-terminal domain bound to 50-triphosphate dsRNA unveils how RIG-I recognizes the
50-triphosphate moiety, a hallmark of viral RNAs (Lu et al., 2010).
The first line of defense against infections

is mediated by innate pattern recognition

receptors (PRRs), which include Toll-like

receptors, RIG-I-like receptors (RLR),

NOD-like receptors, and C-type lectin

receptors (Takeuchi and Akira, 2010). Acti-

vation of these receptors leads to produc-

tion of type I interferons and inflammatory

cytokines to trigger the host antiviral

program. RIG-I (retinoic acid inducible
gene I) is the prototype of the RLR family

that also include MDA5 and LGP2. In the

cytoplasm, RIG-I and MDA5 detect a

different set of RNA viruses, whereas

LGP2 plays a regulatory role in the

signaling pathway of RIG-I and MDA5

(Takeuchi and Akira, 2010). All RLR

membersshareacentralDExD/H-boxheli-

case domain and a C-terminal domain

(CTD) that detects viral RNAs. In addition,
RIG-I and MDA5 have two CARD domains

at the N-terminal region that are respon-

sible for recruiting thedownstreamadaptor

protein MAVS (also known as IPS-1, VISA,

or CARDIF) (Takeuchi and Akira, 2010).

The identities of RNA ligands that acti-

vate RIG-I have been intensively debated

(Schlee et al., 2009a). Recent studies sug-

gested that only dsRNAs with 50-triphos-
phate (50-ppp) are capable of activating
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Figure 1. RNA Recognition and Activation of RIG-I
(A) Recognition of 50-ppp dsRNA by RIG-I CTD. RIG-I CTD (gray) and the first six pairs of the dsRNA (pink) are shown as ribbons. 50-ppp and critical residues for
50-ppp interaction are shown as stickmodels with atoms P in yellow, O in red, C in green, and N in blue. Residue F853 of RIG-I CTD, which stacks over the terminal
base pair, is shown in cyan.
(B) A model of RNA-induced RIG-I activation. RIG-I may exist in an auto-inhibited conformation in the absence of viral RNAs. Upon RNA-binding, RIG-I may open
up to allow oligomerization and recruitment of downstream signaling proteins such as MAVS.
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RIG-I and that previous confusions on the

activity of 50-ppp ssRNA may come from

the use of in vitro transcribed RNAs with

double-stranded byproducts (Schlee

et al., 2009b; Schmidt et al., 2009). It

should be noted that RIG-I sometimes

plays a functional role in viruses (e.g.,

Reoviridae) that do not appear to generate

50-ppp dsRNA (Yoneyama and Fujita,

2009). Structures of RIG-I CTD alone dis-

played a positively charged surface cleft,

which was proposed to be the potential

RNA binding site (Cui et al., 2008; Taka-

hasi et al., 2008). However, because of

the lack of a structure of RIG-I CTD bound

to RNA, it is not clear how RIG-I is able to

distinguish various RNA ligands and

how the 50-ppp moiety may facilitate the

interaction.

In this issue of Structure, Pingwei Li’s

group at Texas A&M University (Lu et al.,

2010) reports structures of RIG-I CTD

bound to a 14 bp GC-rich 50-ppp dsRNA

and a 12 bp AU-rich 50-ppp dsRNA,

respectively. These 50-ppp dsRNAs con-

tain palindromic sequences and were

produced from in vitro transcription. In a

parallel lineofwork,DinshawPatel’sgroup

at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer

Center (Wang et al., 2010) reported last

month in Nature Structural Molecular

Biology the structure of RIG-I CTD in

complex with a chemically synthesized,

12 bp mixed content 50-ppp dsRNA.

Despite the different RNA contents and

the apparent hydrolysis to 50-pp in the Pa-

tel structure, the modes of RNA recogni-

tion in the three structures are remarkably
similar, suggesting a conserved sequence

independent recognitionof 50-pppdsRNA.
In all structures, each dsRNA adopts

a standard A-form double helical struc-

ture and recruits two CTD molecules

symmetrically. The contacts are made

primarily through a few nucleotides at

the 50-endwith the 50-pppmoiety interact-

ing extensively with RIG-I CTD at the posi-

tively charged cleft previously predicted.

Most conspicuously, multiple Lys resi-

dues from noncontiguous segments of

the CTD, including K888, K861, K858,

K849, and K851, surround the 50-ppp
and hold it in place like ‘‘iron claws’’

(Figure 1A). Residue F853 of CTD stacks

over the exposed terminal base pair. In

addition to providing hydrophobic inter-

action energy, this interaction possibly

acts as a torque to fix the orientation

of the bound dsRNA to maximize the

50-ppp interaction. The orientation differs

by 30� to that of 50-OH dsRNA in the

complexwith LGP2 (Li et al., 2009). Exten-

sive structure-based mutagenesis exper-

iments by both groups validated the

importance of key contacting residues

in RNA recognition and RIG-I signaling.

In addition, using 50-ppp RNA analogs

containing 20-OCH3 at positions 1–6 from

the 50-ppp end, Patel’s group (Wang et al.,

2010) was able to demonstrate the rele-

vance of the binding orientation of the

dsRNA in the complex.

Using surface plasmon resonance

(SPR) and isothermal titration calorimetry

(ITC), respectively, Li’s group and Patel’s

group (Lu et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010)
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determined that RIG-I CTD binds blunt-

end 50-ppp dsRNA with highest affinity,

followed by 50-OH dsRNA and 50-ppp
ssRNA. The structures presented by

both groups explain the molecular basis

for this selectivity of RIG-I CTD. While

50-ppp ssRNA may preserve the interac-

tion with the positively charged patch,

it does not have the dsRNA conforma-

tion to optimize the interaction of other

50-nucleotides with RIG-I or suffers signif-

icant entropic loss when in a dsRNA

conformation. On the other hand, the

50-OH dsRNA does not have the energetic

contribution from the 50-ppp moiety and

may compensate by adopting an orienta-

tion similar to that in the LGP2:dsRNA

complex. The high degree of salt-depen-

dence of the interaction can be clearly

anticipated by the electrostatic nature of

the interaction.

One might predict that the highly elec-

trostatic interaction between RIG-I CTD

and 50-ppp dsRNA would result in fast

association in the interaction due to the

long-range electrostatic attraction. How-

ever, SPR measurement by Li’s group

showed that the interaction possesses

slow association and slow dissociation.

A slow association often indicates the

requirement of conformational changes

in the interaction. Indeed, comparison of

the free and the bound forms of RIG-I

CTD reveal local conformational adjust-

ments, especially in a loop region that

harbors the important Lys residues for 50-
ppp recognition. Perhaps the peculiarity

that only Lys residues are involved in this
ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 895
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process is partly due to its conformational

flexibility, like individual claws that are

perfect for ‘‘grabbing’’ the 50-ppp moiety.

Unlike the ‘‘kiss and run’’ nature of many

enzymatic reactions, RIG-I signaling

should require stabilization of a certain

bound, andperhapsoligomerized, confor-

mation for recruitment of downstream

molecules. The unique slow dissociation

kinetics of the interaction, with its half life

in the range of minutes, could contribute

to effective signaling.

Is 50-ppp absolutely required for RIG-I

activation and generation of interferon

response? Li’s group (Lu et al., 2010)

showed that transfectionof 50-pppdsRNA,
50-ppp ssRNA, or 50-OH dsRNA all led to

IFN-b reporter activity, while Patel’s group

(Wang et al., 2010) showed that only

50-ppp dsNRA is able to activate RIG-I

signaling. Since 50 OH-dsRNA and 50-ppp
ssRNAbind to RIG-I CTDat lower affinities

incomparisonwith50-pppdsRNA, ahigher
effective concentrationmay be required to

activate RIG-I. Li’s group (Lu et al., 2010)

used an RNA concentration of 50 nM in

their transfection assay, whereas Patel’s

group (Wanget al., 2010) used5nM,which

may explain the different observations.

The observation that RNA ligands other

than 50-ppp dsRNA are able to activate

RIG-I signaling is in agreement with some

previous studies but different from others

(Cui et al., 2008; Schlee et al., 2009b;

Schmidt et al., 2009; Takahasi et al.,

2008). It appears then thatonemustunder-
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stand both the chemical natures of the

endogenous viral ligands and their cellular

concentrations to predict whether they

could potently activate RIG-I.

How does the current structure help

to understand the mechanistic basis of

RIG-I activation? The RIG-I CTD was also

known as the regulatory domain (RD),

which has been shown to possess the

ability to interact with other regions of

RIG-I, leading to RIG-I auto-inhibition in

the absence of RNA ligands (Figure 1B).

It is believed that once RIG-I CTD senses

viral RNAs, conformational changes are

induced, leading to an open-up of the

structure. Subsequently, RIG-I oligomer-

izes and recruits the adaptor protein

MAVS to activate the downstream sig-

naling events (Schlee et al., 2009a;

Yoneyama and Fujita, 2009) (Figure 1B).

While the RIG-I CARD domains are impor-

tant for recruitment of MAVS through

CARD:CARD interactions, the role of the

helicase domain is far less clear. It has

been noted that RIG-I CTD is structurally

related to a GDP exchange factor of Rab

GTPases, which raises the possibility that

the CTD activates the helicase domain

by structural modulation of the ATP-

binding site (Cui et al., 2008). It has also

been proposed that the ATPase activity

of RIG-I, rather than its RNA unwinding

ability, is required for the conforma-

tional changes that promote downstream

signaling (Yoneyama and Fujita, 2009).

Structural and biochemical studies of full
evier Ltd All rights reserved
length RIG-I, both alone and in complex

with RNAs, will give more insights into

the process of RIG-I activation.
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